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In brief

Meirhaeghe et al. show that, when

preparing two movements in parallel,

motor cortical activity reaches an

intermediate preparatory state in

between the states associated with each

movement planned separately. This

intermediate state constitutes the optimal

initial condition to quickly execute either

one of the two movements.
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SUMMARY
How do patterns of neural activity in the motor cortex contribute to the planning of a movement? A recent
theory developed for single movements proposes that the motor cortex acts as a dynamical system whose
initial state is optimized during the preparatory phase of the movement. This theory makes important yet
untested predictions about preparatory dynamics in more complex behavioral settings. Here, we analyze
preparatory activity in non-human primates planning not one but two movements simultaneously. As pre-
dicted by the theory, we find that parallel planning is achieved by adjusting preparatory activity within an
optimal subspace to an intermediate state reflecting a trade-off between the two movements. The theory
quantitatively accounts for the relationship between this intermediate state and fluctuations in the animals’
behavior down at the trial level. These results uncover a simple mechanism for planning multiple movements
in parallel and further point to motor planning as a controlled dynamical process.
INTRODUCTION

To act efficiently, we often plan our movements ahead. Motor

planning has historically been studied in experiments where sub-

jects are given a preparatory period before executing a move-

ment specified in advance.1–3 Behaviorally, a well-established

result is that motor planning enables movements to be initiated

more quickly.4–6 At the neural level, the benefit of motor planning

on reaction time has been linked to preparatory activity in premo-

tor and primary motor cortex.4,7–13 In particular, early work has

shown that preparatory activity in these brain regions is strongly

modulated by key parameters (e.g., direction, speed, extent) of

the upcoming movement.14–19 These findings have led to the

representational view of movement preparation, which con-

siders motor plans as parametric representations of movement

features in motor cortex.20

While the representational view provides a useful framework to

describe tuning properties of motor cortical activity, it offers only

limited understanding of the underlying principles governing the

dynamics of preparatory activity.21 In response to this criticism,

recent efforts have been made to formulate a more comprehen-

sive theory of motor planning.22 The key insight was to move

away from the idea of static representations at the level of individ-

ual neurons and instead focus on the global dynamics imple-

mented by entire neural populations in the motor cortex.23–25

Following this paradigm shift, it was proposed that complex pat-

terns of motor cortical activity ought to be viewed as a dynamical

system responsible forgenerating themovement.26,27 In this view,
C
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
motor planning is seen as the process of initializing the dynamical

system to the most appropriate initial condition (IC) to efficiently

generate the desired dynamics for the movement.26,28–30

Multiple lines of evidence support this dynamical system view of

motor planning. First, preparatory activity was shown to be more

dynamic than previously thought.10,28,31,32 Second, preparatory

and movement-related activity can significantly differ in terms of

tuning properties,26 arguing against a purely parametric view.

Third, trial-to-trial fluctuations in the preparatory state are strongly

predictive of reaction times.9,12,13,33 Finally, causally perturbing the

preparatory state shortly beforemovement initiationselectively de-

laysmovement,11 suggesting that preparatory activity must be in a

particular state for the associated movement to be initiated.34,35

One appeal of the dynamical systems theory is that it provides

a conceptually straightforward interpretation of preparatory and

motor-related signals that are notoriously difficult to parse out at

the level of individual neurons.23,24,36–38 Indeed, the notion of

initial condition has contributed to elucidating a number of

computational questions at the neural population level, from

the relationship between movement preparation and execu-

tion,39–41 to the role of preparatory activity in motor

learning,35,42–45 and the logic behind the neural control of timed

movements.46–48 Despite its conceptual impact on the field,

however, the dynamical systems theory has remained difficult

to test in experimental conditions that go beyond those that

motivated its formulation. To make progress, it is thus crucial

to identify and test novel predictions of the theory that can gener-

alize to new settings.
ell Reports 42, 112136, February 28, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). 1
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Figure 1. Task and behavior

(A) Trial structure. Each trial started with a 400-ms

waiting period during which only the center LED

was on. During the subsequent cue period, two of

the four peripheral LEDs were illuminated for 300ms

to provide the first instruction. The cue was then

turned off for 1,000 ms during the preparatory

period. At the end of the preparatory period, two

other peripheral LEDs were illuminated to provide

the second instruction and simultaneously signal the

Go. By definition, the reaction time (RT) was defined

as the time between movement initiation (vertical

dashed line) and the Go signal (STAR Methods).

(B) Experimental conditions. In the grip-cued con-

dition (top), the grip instruction (side grip [SG] or

precision grip [PG]) was provided first, followed by

the force instruction (high force [HF] or low force

[LF]). In the grip-uncued condition (bottom), the

force instruction was provided first, followed by the

grip instruction. Instructions were provided as

follows: the two leftmost (resp., rightmost) LEDs were used to instruct SG (resp., PG), and the two top (resp., bottom) LEDs were used to signal HF (resp., LF).

(C) RTs for the two conditions in a typical session. In both monkeys, RTs were shorter in the grip-cued (filled bars) compared with the grip-uncued condition

(empty bars). Error bars represent 95% CIs.

(D) Average RT in the grip-cued condition plotted as a function of the average grip-uncued RT. Each point represents data from the same behavioral session.

Different symbols (diamond, square, circle, triangle) indicate the trial type (resp., SG-HF, SG-LF, PG-HF, PG-LF). Inset: distribution of the difference between grip-

uncued RT and grip-cued RT across sessions. This difference was significantly greater than zero (paired t test, ***p < 10�10).
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Here we propose to focus on the case of multi-movement

planning in which not one, but multiple movements are simulta-

neously prepared. Multi-movement planning poses an inter-

esting challenge for themotor systemand can be used to expose

new predictions of the IC hypothesis. If every movement is asso-

ciated with its own IC, preparing for several potential movements

should be achieved by reaching an intermediate IC located in be-

tween the individual ICs. Further, there should exist a systematic

relationship between the exact location of this intermediate state

relative to individual ICs and the propensity to prepare better for

one movement versus another. While prior studies have exam-

ined the neural basis of multi-movement planning,10,49–52 they

were mostly concerned with assessing the coexistence of multi-

ple motor plans in motor cortex. These studies moreover typi-

cally involved movements that were associated with different

spatial locations (i.e., hand reaches toward multiple targets)

and therefore could not disambiguate motor plans from the vi-

sual representations of the movement goal.53,54 In the present

study, we developed a multi-movement planning task in which

monkeys had to execute one of two possible grasping move-

ments based on a non-spatial cue. We examined the structure

of preparatory activity in relation to the predictions of the dynam-

ical systems theory and found that our data were consistent with

the IC hypothesis extended to the case of multi-movement

planning.

RESULTS

Task and behavior
Two monkeys (L and N) performed an instructed delayed reach-

to-grasp task.55–57 The animals were trained to grasp an object

using two possible hand grips (side grip [SG] or precision grip

[PG]) and subsequently pull and hold the object using two

possible force levels (low force [LF] or high force [HF]). On
2 Cell Reports 42, 112136, February 28, 2023
each trial, the animal had to wait for two successive instructions

separated by a 1-s delay before initiating their movement (Fig-

ure 1A; STARMethods). The grip and force instructions were dis-

played via a square of four light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as fol-

lows: the two leftmost (resp., rightmost) LEDs instructed SG

(resp., PG), while the top (resp., bottom) LEDs instructed HF

(resp., LF). There were two main conditions in this task. In the

grip-cued condition, the grip instruction was provided first, fol-

lowed by the force instruction. In the grip-uncued condition,

the force instruction was provided first, followed by the grip in-

struction (Figure 1B). In both conditions, the second instruction

also served as the imperative go signal for the animal to initiate

its movement; we therefore refer to the first instruction as the

‘‘Cue’’, the second instruction as the ‘‘Go’’, and the 1-s delay be-

tween them as the ‘‘preparatory period.’’ Note that the terminol-

ogy used here to describe the two task conditions differs from

previous studies55–57 but is more relevant to the objectives of

the present study.

In this task, when grip instruction is provided first (grip-cued),

animals can plan the desired grip in advance during the prepa-

ratory period. In contrast, when grip instruction is provided last

(grip-uncued), animals do not know the desired grip until the

time of Go, and are therefore left uncertain about which of

the two grips to plan. We used this task to study motor plan-

ning related to a single grip versus two simultaneous

grips. We focused on the grip, as opposed to the force,

because it is the most relevant parameter to plan the initial

phase of the movement, i.e., reaching toward and grasping

the object.

In sum, the task was composed of two conditions, with four

trial types each (2 grips 3 2 forces). The grip-cued condition

was composed of PG-HF and PG-LF (hereafter collectively

referred to as ‘‘PG-cued’’), and SG-HF and SG-LF (‘‘SG-cued’’)

trials, while the grip-uncued condition was composed of HF-PG
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Figure 2. Neural encoding of grip information

(A) Firing rate of three example neurons aligned to

the Go signal. Neural activity is color-coded by

condition; red for PG-cued (here, PG-HF), blue for

SG-cued (SG-HF), and black for grip-uncued (HF-

PG). Firing rates were obtained by binning (bin =

20 ms) and smoothing (SD of Gaussian kernel =

40 ms) spike counts averaged across trials of the

same condition. Shaded areas denote 99% CI ob-

tained from bootstrap resampling of trials (N = 100).

Vertical lines represent Cue on, Cue off, and Go.

(B) Grip tuning depth across neurons, as measured

by the instantaneous firing rate difference between

the PG-cued and SG-cued activity (we used the

same time resolution as in (A) for the firing rates).

Each row represents one neuron, and the color in-

dicates the magnitude of the tuning depth (blue for

negative values, i.e., neuron has a larger firing rate in

SG; red for positive values). See also Figure S1A for

the second monkey.

(C) Correlation between tuning depths measured in

a 20-ms window 500 ms before and after the Go

signal. In both monkeys (left and right), the Pearson

correlation was not significantly different from zero

(standard two-sided test on studentized Pearson

correlation values, degrees of freedomN-2, N = 97 for monkey L, N = 132 for monkey N; p > 0.01 for bothmonkeys). The number indicated in italic is the number of

neurons considered.

(D) Comparison of firing rates between the grip-cued and grip-uncued condition. For each grip-selective neuron (i.e., neuron whose preparatory activity

significantly differed between PG-cued and SG-cued; see STARMethods), we computed the ratio b =
rcued
PG

�runcued

rcued
PG

�rcued
SG

, where rcuedPG , rcuedSG and runcued designate the firing

rate of the neuron respectively in the PG-cued, SG-cued, and grip-uncued conditions. By definition, b is close to 0 (red vertical line) if runcued is close to rcuedPG , and

close to 1 if runcued is close to rcuedSG . Top: the black histogram represents the distribution of b across grip-selective neurons when computing firing rates in a 20-ms

window 100 ms before Go. Bottom: distributions of b across grip-selective neurons when computing firing rates in a 20-ms window 400 ms after Go. The

distributions are color coded based on the grip revealed at Go (pale red for PG-uncued; pale blue for SG-uncued). To increase the number of grip-selective

neurons considered (indicated in italic), data from both monkeys and force levels were combined.
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and LF-PG (‘‘PG-uncued’’) and HF-SG and LF-SG (SG-uncued)

trials. Note that the four trial types were identical across condi-

tions in terms of final movement but differed only in the order

that the grip/force information was provided. The four trial

types were randomly interleaved within each condition, and

the conditions were performed in separate blocks of trials

within the same behavioral session (STAR Methods).

At the end of training, animals were proficient in all conditions

and trial types (average success rate: 92% for monkey L; 97%

for monkey N; Table S1). These high success rates indicate that

the monkeys were able to interpret and use the instruction cues

to rapidly alternate between the desired actions. Critically, we

confirmed that animals used the grip information (when avail-

able) to plan their movement ahead. Indeed, reaction times

(RTs; defined between the time of Go and movement initiation)

were shorter in the grip-cued compared with the grip-uncued

condition (RT = mean ± SEM; RTcued = 155 ± 3 ms,

RTuncued = 263 ± 4 ms, p < 10�10 for monkey L; RTcued =

303 ± 5 ms, RTuncued = 363 ± 8 ms, p < 10�9 for monkey N;

ANOVA on RT testing for the main effect of grip-cued versus

grip-uncued; Figure 1C), and this effect was robustly observed

across animals and behavioral sessions (paired t test on

across-session RTcued versus RTuncued, p < 10�10; Figure 1D).

These results are in line with numerous previous studies

showing a beneficial effect of movement preparation on

RT.4–6,9,11,58–60
Single-neuron activity underlying single- and dual-grip
planning
To investigate the neural basis of motor planning in this task, we

analyzed spiking activity in the primary (M1) and premotor (PM)

cortex recorded via chronically implanted multi-channel ar-

rays.57 Prior studies using this task have explored how the

spatiotemporal structure of local field potentials and spiking ac-

tivity in PM/M1 relate to various aspects of animals’

behavior.55,56,61–63 None of these studies have raised the ques-

tion of multi-grip planning. Here, we sought to directly compare

preparatory activity in the grip-uncued and grip-cued conditions

to relate the planning process of two potential grips to the plan-

ning of a single grip.

Our epoch of interest included the 300-ms presentation of the

Cue (providinggrip information ingrip-cued, and force information

in grip-uncued), followed by the 1-s preparatory period preceding

the Go signal, and the subsequent movement period. In this

epoch,singleneuronshadwidelyvariedactivityprofiles (Figure2A,

red and blue lines). In the grip-cued condition, some neurons en-

coded the grip type shortly after the Cue (Figure 2A iii), or right

before the Go (Figure 2A ii), while others remained sensitive to

thegrip throughout thepreparatoryperiod (Figure2A i). At thepop-

ulation level, grip tuning depth (measured as the instantaneous

firing rate difference between PG-cued and SG-cued) was heavily

distributed across neurons and highly dynamic across time points

and epochs (Figures 2B and S1). Moreover, tuning properties
Cell Reports 42, 112136, February 28, 2023 3
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during movement preparation and execution were largely unre-

lated (Figure 2C), in line with previous reports.26,41

In the grip-uncued condition, single neurons had complex and

highly heterogeneous activity profiles (Figure 2A, black lines).

During the preparatory period, many neurons reached a level of

activity before Go that was different from that associated with

the PG-cued or SG-cued condition (Figure 2D). While some neu-

rons appeared to reach an intermediate level of activity between

their PG-cued and SG-cued activity levels (e.g., neuron ii in

Figure 2A), we found that thiswas not systematic at the population

level: a sizable fraction of grip-selective neurons (45% for monkey

L; 39% for monkey N; averaged across grip-uncued condition;

STAR Methods) had firing rates outside of their grip-cued range.

Together, these observations are in keeping with prior studies

showing that motor cortex is tuned to upcoming movement pa-

rameters14–19; i.e., here, the grip type. However, they also

demonstrate a complex relationship at the single-neuron level

between grip-cued and grip-uncued activity, which are difficult

to explain in the context of classic tuning-based representational

analyses.

The optimal subspace hypothesis for multi-movement
planning
To parse out the relationship between grip-cued and grip-uncued

preparatory activity, we leveraged a recent theory of motor plan-

ning rooted in the framework of dynamical systems.26,29,30,64 Ac-

cording to the IChypothesis, preparatory activity shouldbeviewed

as a dynamic optimization process evolving toward an optimal

state from which movement-related dynamics can be efficiently

generated.12,29,30,60 Consistent with this view, we found that pop-

ulation dynamics in the two grip-cued conditions rapidly diverged

following the grip cue presentation, and remained separated

throughout the preparatory period (Figure S2A), which may reflect

the evolution toward two grip-specific ICs. In comparison, the two

force-specific trajectories in the grip-uncued condition did not

diverge as significantly during the preparatory period (Figure S2A).

Although the IC hypothesis was originally introduced for single

movements, one may extend it to the case of multi-movement

planning. If eachmovement is associated with its own initial con-

dition (single-movement IC), we can formulate two predictions:

thepreparatory state associatedwithmultiple alternatives should

(1) lie within the subspace containing all the single-movement

ICs, and (2) be located in between the single-movement ICs to

rapidly converge to one of them when the desired movement is

finally prescribed. We refer to this augmented view of the IC hy-

pothesis as the optimal subspace hypothesis. Note that this

term has previously been introduced in the context of single

planned movements28 but has a different meaning here, since it

is used to extend the IC hypothesis to multi-movement planning.

To test the predictions of the optimal subspace hypothesis, we

turned to population-level analyses, by considering population

activity as a collection of states (i.e., neural trajectory) evolving

in a high-dimensional space where each dimension represents

the activity of one neuron.65 In this state space, we defined the

subspace containing the preparatory states associated with

each grip. Since there were only two grips, this subspace was

1D, and defined by the vector connecting the SG-cued IC to

the PG-cued IC (Figure 3A); we refer to this dimension as the
4 Cell Reports 42, 112136, February 28, 2023
‘‘grip dimension.’’ Note that because the two grip-cued trajec-

tories did not remain parallel throughout the preparatory period

(Figure S2A), the grip dimension was defined at every time point

(STARMethods).We then projected both the grip-cued and grip-

uncued trajectories onto the grip dimension to evaluate the prox-

imity of the grip-uncued state relative to the two grip-cued states

as a function of time in the trial (Figures 3A and S3C).

Before the Cue presentation, the preparatory states largely

overlapped (Figure 3B; but see Figure S2A for a cross-validated

neural distance analysis66 of the trajectories), which was ex-

pected since no grip information was available at that time.

Following the Cue, the two grip-cued states rapidly diverged

and remained separated throughout the preparatory and move-

ment period, consistent with our previous distance analysis

(Figure S2A). The grip-uncued state had a qualitatively similar

temporal profile but notably remained in between the two grip-

cued states until �100 ms after Go (Figure 3B). The trajectory

then separated from this intermediate state into two grip-uncued

trajectories (PG-uncued and SG-uncued), which rapidly merged

with the corresponding grip-cued trajectories (PG-cued and SG-

cued, respectively) about 200–250ms after Go. The same obser-

vations were made in the two animals, and confirmed using both

force levels of the grip-uncued condition (Figure S2B).

We verified that the intermediate state in the grip-uncued

condition did not simply reflect an absence of change from base-

lineactivity: theEuclideandistancebetweenneural states immedi-

ately before and after the Cue was statistically different from zero

(95% confidence interval [CI] = [0.03 0.04] for HF, and [0.03 0.04]

for LF inmonkeyL; [0.020.03] forHF, and [0.02 0.03] for LF inmon-

key N), indicating a significant change frombaseline similar to that

found in the grip-cued condition (95%CI = [0.05 0.06] for PG, [0.05

0.06] for SG in monkey L; [0.03 0.04] for PG, [0.03 0.04] for SG in

monkey N). This analysis demonstrates that, before Go, the grip-

uncued activity evolved toward an intermediate preparatory state

along the dimension that contained the two grip-cued preparatory

states, and rapidly converged tooneof themoncegrip information

was provided.
Optimization of ICs explains inter-session variability
So far,our resultsareconsistentwith theoptimalsubspacehypoth-

esis: preparatory activity in the grip-uncued condition reaches an

intermediate state between the twogrip-specific ICs. This interme-

diate statemight result fromanoptimization process facilitating the

execution of the two potential grips. To firmly establish this result,

however, we ought to demonstrate a tighter relationship between

the preparatory state and the animal’s behavior. In particular, the

exact position of the grip-uncued IC along the grip dimension

should be predictive of animals’ tendency to favor the preparation

of one grip versus the other. For instance, if the grip-uncued IC is

slightly closer to one of the two grip-cued ICs, say PG-cued (as

in Figure 3B), then this should confer a slight RT benefit to PG rela-

tive to SG. In the following, we therefore sought to leverage the in-

ter-session variability in the neural and behavioral data to test this

stronger prediction of the optimal subspace hypothesis.

To quantify the proximity of the grip-uncued IC relative to the

two grip-cued ICs along the grip dimension for each session,

we defined a neural contrast, lneural =
DPG�DSG

DPG +DSG
, where DPG and
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Figure 3. Test of the optimal subspace hy-

pothesis

(A) Schematic of the projection onto the grip

dimension (black vector) in the state space. At any

timepoint, the grip dimensionwasdefined as the unit

vector pointing from the SG-cued state (xSGðtÞ, filled
blue circle) to the PG-cued state (xPGðtÞ, filled red

circle). The schematic shows the orthogonal pro-

jection (open black circle) of the grip-uncued state

(xuncuedðtÞ, filled black circle) onto the grip dimension.

(B) Temporal evolution of the projections onto the

gripdimensionwithin thepreparatory andmovement

epochs. The dark red and blue represent the pro-

jections of the PG-cued and SG-cued trajectories,

respectively. The projection of the grip-uncued tra-

jectories is shown separately for the PG-uncued

(pale red) and the SG-uncued (pale blue) condition.

Data from one session is shown; see also Figure S2B

for more sessions. The slight separation of PG-cued

and SG-cued projections before the Cue onset is an

artifact of defining the grip dimension in a non-cross-

validated way (which is not necessary for this

particular analysis, since we are interested in pro-

jecting grip-uncued trials, which by definition are

cross-validated). Note, however, that a cross-vali-

dated neural distance analysis66 confirmed that the

PG-cued and SG-cued trajectories overlapped prior

to Cue onset (Figure S2A).

(C) Predictions of the optimal subspace hypothesis.

Left: to evaluate the relative positions of the PG-

cued, SG-cued, and grip-uncued preparatory states

along the grip dimension, we defined for each

experimental session a contrast measure (lneural ) as

follows: lneural =
DPG�DSG

DPG +DSG
, where DPG and DSG repre-

sented the distance of the grip-uncued projection to

the PG-cued and SG-cued state, respectively. Mid-

dle: lneural close to�1 (top) corresponded to the grip-

uncued projection close to the PG-cued state; lneural
close to +1 (bottom) corresponded to the grip-

uncued projection close to the SG-cued state. Right:

to assess the influence of the preparatory state on behavior, we defined another contrast measure (lbehavioral ) using the same expression as above, exceptDPG and

DSG now represent the (absolute) difference inRTbetween the grip-uncuedandgrip-cued condition forPGandSG, respectively. Theoptimal subspace hypothesis

predicted that lneural and lbehavioral should be correlated.

(D) Pearson correlation between lneural and lbehavioral. Each dot represents one session, and sessions are pooled across animals. The Pearson correlation (r = 0.72) was

strictlypositive (standard two-sidedtestonstudentizedPearsoncorrelationvalues,degreesof freedomN-2,N=16sessions;p<10�5).Thedashed lineshowstheunity line.

(E) Pearson correlation between lneural and lbehavioral as a function of time in the preparatory period. The shaded area denotes the 95% CI (STARMethods).
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DSG respectively represent the distance of the grip-uncued pro-

jection to the PG-cued and SG-cued state along the grip dimen-

sion. By definition, lneural was bounded by �1 and 1, and was

negative if the grip-uncued IC was closer to the PG-cued IC,

and positive if the grip-uncued IC was closer to the SG-cued

IC (Figure 3C). According to the optimal subspace hypothesis,

lneural closer to �1 should confer a slight advantage to the plan-

ning of PG relative to SG (Figure 3C, middle top). That is, there

should be a smaller RT difference between PG-uncued and

PG-cued trials compared with SG-uncued and SG-cued trials

(Figure 3C, top right). Conversely, lneural closer to +1 should

confer a slight advantage to SG over PG (Figure 3C, middle

bottom), with a smaller RT difference between SG-uncued and

SG-cued compared with PG-uncued and PG-cued (Figure 3C,

bottom right). To assess this effect in behavior, we defined a

behavioral contrast, lbehavioral =
DPG�DSG

DPG +DSG
, where DPG and DSG
respectively represent the (absolute) RT difference between

the grip-uncued and grip-cued condition for PG and SG. By defi-

nition, lbehavioral was close to �1 if the RT difference between the

cued and uncued conditionwas smaller for PG than SG, and +1 if

the RT difference was smaller for SG than PG.

Based on the optimal subspace hypothesis, we expected

lneural and lbehavioral to covary. Consistent with this prediction,

we found a strong positive correlation between the two contrast

measures across sessions (Pearson correlation, r = 0.72;

p < 10�5; Figure 3D). This effect was specific to the grip dimen-

sion, since the correlation was abolished when we projected

the preparatory states onto a dimension orthogonal to the grip

dimension but constrained to capture a sizable amount of the

variance in the data (r = 0.13; p = 0.48; see STAR Methods).

When we extended our correlation analysis using neural activity

at various time points of the cue and preparatory periods, we
Cell Reports 42, 112136, February 28, 2023 5
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Figure 4. Predicting trial-by-trial variability

(A) Schematic of single-trial projections onto the grip dimension. Large, filled

circles represent trial-averaged states, while smaller circles represent indi-

vidual trials.

(B) Single-trial predictions of the optimal subspace hypothesis. One particular

grip-uncued trial biased toward the PG-cued state is shown. If the grip re-

vealed at Go is PG (i.e., PG-uncued condition, in red at the top), the RT for this

trial is expected to be short. This predicts a negative correlation between RT

and the projection (right). In contrast, if the grip revealed at Go is SG (i.e., SG-

uncued condition, in blue at the bottom), the RT for this trial is expected to be

long. This predicts a positive correlation between RT and the projection.

(C) Correlation between RT and single-trial projections for the PG-uncued (left)

and SG-uncued (right) condition in one high-yield session. Individual trials

corresponding to the two force levels are shown with different symbols (circle

for HF; square for LF) and combined to increase statistical power. The cor-

relation value was strictly negative (r =�0.55) for PG-uncued and positive (r =

0.49) for SG-uncued (standard two-sided test on studentized Pearson corre-

lation values, degrees of freedomN-2, N = 57 trials for PG-uncued, N = 58 trials

for SG-uncued; p < 10�4 for both conditions). Inset: Summary of correlation

values across sessions (N = 16 sessions; one-sided unpaired t test, *p < 0.05,

***p < 0.001).
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found that the correlation between lneural and lbehavioral became

positive around 100 ms after the Cue presentation (Figure 3E).

Moreover, the correlation was strongest when lneural was

computed right at the time of Go, i.e., at the time most relevant

for setting up the IC for the upcomingmovement. Together, these

results provide compelling evidence that the preparatory state in

the grip-uncued condition was optimized to fall in between the

two grip-cued ICs and that the extent to which this optimization

favored one grip over the other was quantitatively reflected in

the animals’ behavior across sessions.

The optimal subspace hypothesis holds at the single-
trial level
Our previous analysis was based on trial-averaged activity and

did not take into account the variability that occurred across

trials of a given session. As a final test of the optimal subspace

hypothesis, we sought to verify its predictions down at the

single-trial level. One important assumption of the optimal sub-

space hypothesis is that neural trajectories reach a fixed state

(i.e., threshold) when themovement is triggered, and that the dis-
6 Cell Reports 42, 112136, February 28, 2023
tance between the initial state (at the time of Go) and the

threshold is what determines the RT. As a first step, we thus

examined neural dynamics leading up to movement initiation

to test for the presence of a putative threshold common across

conditions. We aligned neural activity to movement onset and

found that dynamics indeed reached a systematic level of activ-

ity at movement initiation, independent of the condition type

(cued versus uncued; Figure S5). Building on this result, we

next sought to explain the trial-by-trial differences in RTs based

on the initial distance of the preparatory state to the threshold.

Let us consider a particular trial in which the projection of the

grip-uncued preparatory state along the grip dimension is

slightly biased toward the PG-cued IC (Figure 4A). Since we

(arbitrarily) defined the grip dimension as pointing from the SG-

cued IC to the PG-cued IC, this bias corresponds to a large

projection onto the grip dimension. According to the optimal

subspace hypothesis, this bias should provide a head-start to

the execution of PG, and thus have a beneficial effect on the

RT when the grip type revealed at the time of Go is PG, i.e., in

the PG-uncued condition. As a result, the optimal subspace hy-

pothesis predicts a negative correlation between trial-by-trial

projections and RTs in the PG-uncued condition, i.e., larger pro-

jections onto the grip dimension lead to shorter RTs (Figure 4B,

top). The hypothesis predicts the opposite effect in the SG-

uncued condition: there should be a positive correlation between

trial-by-trial projections and RTs, i.e., larger projections onto the

grip dimension lead to longer RTs (Figure 4B, bottom).

To test these predictions, we estimated single-trial neural dy-

namics using a 200-ms sliding window, and projected individ-

ual trajectories onto the grip dimension (STAR Methods).

Because estimating single-trial activity is prone to noise, we

focused on a high-yield session with a large number (n = 97)

of simultaneously recorded neurons, and a large number (n =

141) of successful trials (see Table S1). Trial-by-trial prepara-

tory activity appeared to be highly variable along the grip

dimension, particularly near the time of Go, and the amount

of trial-by-trial variance accounted for by the grip dimension

was approximately 10 times larger than expected by chance

(Figure S3A). For each individual trial, we plotted the neural

projection immediately prior to Go as a function of the RT,

separately for the PG-uncued and SG-uncued conditions (Fig-

ure 4C). As predicted by the optimal subspace hypothesis, we

found a negative correlation in the PG-uncued condition (Pear-

son correlation, rPG = �0.55; p < 10�5), and a positive correla-

tion in the SG-uncued condition (rSG = 0.49; p < 10�4). This

result held across recorded sessions, although the effect was

weaker likely due to the lower number of neurons in these ses-

sions (one-sided t test on r across sessions, mean ± SEM,

rPG = �0.37 ± 0.06; t(31) = -5.97, p < 10�6; rSG = 0.09 ±

0.05, t(31) = 1.73, p < 0.05; Figure 4C, inset). Moreover, the

same patterns of correlation between RTs and trial-by-trial pro-

jections were found for the grip-cued conditions (Figure S3B),

reinforcing the idea that the grip dimension was key in control-

ling the IC for planning the movements. Altogether, these re-

sults confirm the tight relationship predicted by the optimal

subspace hypothesis between deviations of the preparatory

state along the grip dimension and animals’ RTs down at the

single-trial level.
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Figure 5. Test of the vacillation hypothesis against the stable

preparation hypothesis

(A) Cross-correlation of grip-uncued single-trial projections along the grip

dimension. The result is shown as a heatmap where each pixel represents the

correlation between projections computed at two different time points of the

trial (t1 and t2; abscissa and ordinate of the heatmap). We gathered projections

computed at t1 and t2 into two separate vectors of size [nTrialx1] and calculated

the Pearson correlation between the two vectors. For this analysis, to increase

statistical power, we normalized the grip-uncued projections within each ses-

sion by the associated grip-cued projections to allow pooling the data across

sessions and animals. The data shown are from the PG-uncued (HF) condition.

(B) Log likelihood ratio of single-trial projections in the grip-uncued condition.

At every time point, we modeled the distributions of single-trial projections

along the grip dimension of the PG-cued and SG-cued conditions as Gaussian

distributions. We then computed the likelihood that, at every time point, each

grip-uncued trial comes from either the PG-cued or SG-cued distribution. To

interpret the result, we further computed the ratio of these likelihoods, and took

the log10 of this ratio. A log likelihood ratio of 0 indicates that a given trial is

equally likely to come from the PG-cued or the SG-cued condition, while a log

likelihood ratio of +2 indicates that a given trial is 100 times more likely to come

from the PG-cued condition.

(C) Evolution of the cumulative variance of single-trial projections along the grip

dimension. The variance was computed after subtracting the mean trajectory

within each condition. Colors indicate the condition, grip-cued (red for PG,

blue for SG) and grip-uncued (black). Shaded areas denote the 95% CI

computed as 1.96 times the SEM across sessions.
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Ruling out rapid vacillations in preparatory dynamics
Our previous analysis shows that trial-by-trial variations in RTs

can be predicted from variations in the exact location of the

preparatory state along the grip dimension at the time of Go.

One remaining question is to identify the source of this vari-

ability. Previous studies have shown that, when instructed

movements are not fully prescribed in advance, or are likely

to change during the planning phase of the movement, prepa-

ratory activity can rapidly vacillate between the preparatory

states associated with the various possibilities.40,67 This phe-

nomenon could, in principle, explain the correlation we

observed between neural projections and RTs, in that RT would

depend on how complete the transition toward one of the cued

states is at the time of Go.68
In the following, we sought to test this possibility, which we

refer to as the ‘‘vacillation hypothesis,’’ against the alternative hy-

pothesis of a stable preparatory state throughout the preparatory

period (‘‘stable preparation hypothesis’’). First, we assessed the

extent to which uncued preparatory activity oscillated between

the two cued states by looking at cross-temporal correlations.

One direct prediction of the vacillation hypothesis is that the pro-

jectionof theuncued state onto thegrip dimensionmight beclose

to the PG-cued state at one time point of the trial and become

closer to theSG-cued state at some later timepoint. This predicts

a negative correlation between single-trial projections consid-

ered at different time points far enough apart during the prepara-

tory period: if the projection is large early on (i.e., close to the PG-

cued state), it will be small later on (i.e., close to the SG-cued

state), and vice versa. Alternatively, the stable preparation hy-

pothesis posits that the proximity of the uncued state relative to

the two cued states should be maintained throughout the trial,

which predicts a positive correlation across time.

To test these predictions, we calculated the correlation be-

tween single-trial projections computed at different time lags

within the pre-cue, preparatory, and movement periods. For

this cross-temporal correlation analysis, we used non-smoothed

spiking data (binned at a 100-ms resolution) to avoid creating

spurious correlations in time. We found that pre-cue projections

became rapidly uncorrelated with projections during the prepa-

ratory period (Figure 5A), which was expected since animals

have no information prior to the Cue. During the preparatory

period, however, a clear pattern appeared where projections

remain positively correlated (correlation above 0.3) regardless

of the time lag between the projections (Figure 5A). This result

shows that single-trial projections that are close to a particular

cued state at one point of the preparatory period remain, on

average, close to that state throughout the preparatory period,

which argues against the vacillations hypothesis and in favor of

a stable preparatory state.

One remaining concern is that a variable timescale of the vac-

illations across trials may obfuscate the result of the previous

analysis. For instance, if some trials vacillate more slowly than

others (in the extreme case, there may be no vacillation at all in

some trials), then the correlation across trials could still remain

positive despite the presence of vacillations. To confirm our

result, we thus performed a second analysis focusing on each in-

dividual trial and directly inspired by the method developed in

Kaufman et al.40 Specifically, we projected single-trial neural

states of the grip-cued and grip-uncued conditions onto the

grip dimension at every time point of the trial. We then modeled

the PG-cued and SG-cued single-trial distributions by two

Gaussians, and computed the likelihood that, at any given

time, the uncued preparatory state belonged to either the PG-

cued or SG-cued distribution (STAR Methods).

As can be seen in Figure 5B, the majority of single-trial uncued

trajectories appeared to show a consistent bias for one or the

other cued state during the preparatory period, while some trials

did exhibit more variations in time. To determine whether these

fluctuations represent purposeful vacillations between the two

cued states, or instead result from private spiking variability at

the level of single trials, we sought to estimate the strength of

these fluctuations and compare it with some baseline. To do
Cell Reports 42, 112136, February 28, 2023 7
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so, we computed the variance across time points of the neural

projections along the grip dimension; if fluctuations occur during

the preparatory period, this variance should be large. As a base-

line, we computed this variance for the grip-cued condition in

which animals know which grip to prepare, so that any fluctua-

tions can be considered baseline variability. We then compared

this variance with the variance associated with the two grip-

uncued conditions.We found that, in bothmonkeys, the variance

was similar between the grip-cued and grip-uncued conditions

(Figure 5C). This result indicates that grip-uncued trajectories

did not exhibit more excursions away from the mean trajectory

than expected from baseline variability.

Together, these two analyses argue against the vacillations

hypothesis and support instead the stable preparation hypothe-

sis, according to which preparatory activity is maintained to a

stable intermediate preparatory state during planning.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we analyzed preparatory activity in themotor cortex

of monkeys planning twomovements in parallel. Our results sup-

ported an augmented view of the IC hypothesis inspired by the

theory of dynamical systems.12,26,28,69 We found that the prepa-

ratory state associated with two possible movements lies within

an optimal subspace containing the preparatory states associ-

ated with each movement planned separately. This intermediate

state serves as a suitable IC to rapidly reconfigure motor cortical

dynamics for the execution of the two movements.

In light of prior studies suggesting different roles of primary

motor (M1) and premotor (PM) cortex in movement prepara-

tion,6,11 we examined this effect in both structures and found

that the tight relationship between preparatory activity and RTs

held when considering putative PM and M1 neurons separately

(Figure S4). We note, however, that our classification was coarse

and limited by differences in the exact recording sites across an-

imals.We therefore cannot exclude functional differences in rela-

tion to parallel planning at a finer anatomical scale between pre-

motor and primary motor cortex.

A number of previous studies onmulti-movement planning have

reported concurrent representations ofmotor plans.10,49,51,52,70,71

These studies typically involved visually guided movements that

were associatedwith different spatial locations (i.e., hand reaches

toward multiple potential targets). It is therefore possible that pre-

paratory activity observed in these tasks reflected a spatial/direc-

tional tuning to the targets,53,72 which may have contributed to

biasing the results toward a representational view.73,74 Other

studies employing a task similar to ours did find evidence for the

co-activation of neurons tuned to different grip types.75,76 This

result is not necessarily at odds with ours. Indeed, we did find

that grip-selective neurons were active in the preparatory period

of thegrip-uncuedcondition.However,weshowedthat theactivity

level reachedbygrip-selective neurons did not reflect either one of

the two levels associated with the grip-cued condition.

Our neural findings shed light on a large body of behavioral

studies showing an averaging effect of pre-planned movements

when faced with two possible alternatives.5,77–82 This effect has

typically been attributed to two concurrent motor plans

competing and blending during movement execution.74,83 Our
8 Cell Reports 42, 112136, February 28, 2023
results offer a different explanation: rather than representing

the twomotor plans in parallel, themotor cortexmay select a sin-

gle preparatory state that achieves a trade-off between the two

possible movements and optimizes task performance.54,84–87

In the case of reaching movements (as often used in prior

studies), because target directions are parametrically organized

in space, this intermediate state may naturally lead to an initial

reach aimed at the average of the two potential targets.

It could perhaps be argued from a representational standpoint

that the two grips are jointly encoded at a single-neuron level by

setting firing rates in the uncued condition to an intermediate level

between PG-cued and SG-cued activity. The issue with this inter-

pretation, however, is that the representational view does not

directly prescribe what this intermediate level of activity should

be for each neuron. One possibility that we empirically tested

and rejected is the idea that firing rates in the grip-uncued condi-

tion should all be at the average of their PG-cued andSG-cuedac-

tivity levels. Our results demonstrate, by contrast, the power of the

dynamical systems approach to explain behavioral and neural ob-

servations at the population level. Crucially, predictions of the

dynamical systems view apply to the population as a whole, and

not to individual neurons. That is, singleneuronsdonot necessarily

need to reach a specific level of activity and followaconsistent rule

across neurons.Moreover, the dynamical systems viewpredicts a

clear relationship between preparatory states and RTs, which is

not directly predicted by the representational view. Nevertheless,

webelieve that both frameworkscanandshouldperhapsco-exist,

albeit at different levels of description.

Could the intermediate IC reflect an intermediate grip between

PG and SG that only diverges mid-flight into either PG or SG?

Several lines of evidence argue against this possibility. First of

all, grasping movements––unlike reaching movements, which

are classically used in multi-movement planning tasks––are not

represented on a continuum but rather correspond to discrete

movement categories. As a result, it is unclear what an interme-

diate grip between two categorically distinct grasping move-

ments means. Second, the large across-session variability of

the intermediate state also argues against the possibility of ani-

mals preparing a specific intermediate movement, which would

result in a well-defined and less variable preparatory state.

Finally, if the animals were planning an intermediate movement,

we would not find a difference in RT between the two uncued

conditions, i.e., when PG (PG-uncued) or SG (SG-uncued) is re-

vealed at the time of Go (Table S1). For these reasons, we believe

that the intermediate preparatory state in the grip-uncued condi-

tion is unlikely to reflect the planning of an intermediate

movement.

Previousstudies reported thatpreparatorydynamicscan rapidly

vacillate betweenmultiple stateswhen the instructedmovement is

not prescribed inadvance.40,67Wehavespecifically tested this hy-

pothesis and ruled out the possibility that preparatory activity vac-

illates between the two preparatory states associatedwith the two

grips. One possible reason for why we did not find vacillations is

that our experimental design did not involve a dynamically chang-

ing movement instruction, e.g., virtual barriers that could move/

appear at any time during movement preparation, which may

incentivize animals to exhibit covert changes of mind. Whether

vacillations of the intermediate state in the grip-uncued condition
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could be induced by manipulating the uncertainty about the up-

coming grip remains to be investigated.

Our study validates the IC hypothesis in the context of multi-

movement planning. Previous studies were mostly restricted to

single planned movements,12,19,39,41,44 or multiple movements

planned in rapid sequence.60,88,89 By generalizing the notion of

IC to movement preparation under uncertainty, our results rein-

force the idea that motor planning should be seen as a dynamical

process optimized to generate appropriate movement-related

dynamics.11,29 Although the anatomical substrate underlying

this optimization process is beyond the scope of our study, the

thalamo-basal ganglia-cortical loop is a natural candidate.29,90

Low-dimensional inputs to the motor cortex91–93 could, for

instance, serve to adjust the initial state within the optimal sub-

space dimensions.65,94 Further investigations will be needed to

elucidate this circuit-level question.

Limitations of the study
Our study investigated motor planning associated with only two

movements. While we cannot claim that our results will generalize,

we can formulate a testable prediction for caseswithmore alterna-

tives. ForNpossiblemovements,wepredict that preparatoryactiv-

itywill be located in thestatespacesoas tominimize thedistance to

the N ICs. This optimization may be facilitated if movements are

naturally organizedalongaparametriccontinuum (e.g., reachingdi-

rections); in thiscase, theappropriate ICmaycorrespond tooneex-

isting IC located in between the others. For non-parametric move-

ments, it may be more challenging for motor cortex to find the

appropriate initial condition, which would result in larger variability

in the position of the intermediate IC (as seen in this study). Future

studies could also test whether one movement being more likely

than theotherssystematically biases the locationof thepreparatory

state toward the associated IC,68 or, more generally, if each IC is

weighted by the probability that each movement will be executed.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All procedures were approved by the localth ethical committee (C2EA 71; authorization A1/10/12) and conformed to the European

and French government regulations. Experiments involved two naive, awake, behavingmonkeys (species:Macacamulatta; ID: L and

N; sex: female and male; weight: 6 and 7 kg; age: 6 years old). Monkeys were implanted with a 96-channel chronic Utah array (Black-

rock Neurotech, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) in the motor cortex contralateral to the working hand (right hemisphere for both monkeys).

The exact array location can be found in (Brochier et al., 2018) and in Figure S4. Data were recorded using the 128-channel Cerebus

acquisition system (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). Analysis of behavioral and neural data was performed using

MATLAB (Mathworks, MA, USA).
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METHOD DETAILS

Behavioral task
Twomonkeys performed an instructed delayed reach-to-grasp-and-pull task previously described in (Riehle et al., 2013). Briefly, the

animals sat in a primate chair opened at the front and were trained to grasp an object (stainless steel parallelepiped, 40 mm 3

16 mm 3 10 mm, angled at 45� from the vertical and located about 20 cm away from the monkey) using 2 possible hand grips

(side grip, SG, and precision grip, PG) and subsequently pull and hold the object using 2 possible force levels (low force, LF, and

high force, HF). A 10 mm3 10 mm square of 4 red light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and one yellow LED at the center was used to display

the two visual cues (C1 and C2) that served as task instructions. The instructions were coded as follows: the bottom two LEDs coded

for LF, the top two for HF, the leftmost two for SG, and the rightmost two for PG. By definition, PGwas obtained by placing the tips of

the index and the thumb in a groove on the upper and lower sides of the object, respectively, and SG by placing the tip of the thumb

and the lateral surface of the index on the right and left sides, respectively. An electromagnet placed inside the apparatus was used to

change the object’s effective weight (100 g or 200 g) to require a LF (magnet off) or HF (magnet on), respectively.

Behavioral stability was ensured by requiring animals to hold on a pressure-sensitive platform throughout the preparatory period.

The animal needed to exert a relatively high force (�1.3 N) to keep the platform deflected down. Trials in which the pressure on the

platform was released before the Go signal were automatically aborted.

Trial structure
The structure of a trial was as follows: the animal started from a home position with their working hand pressing down on a pressure-

sensitive switch. After a fixed 400-ms delay, the central LED was illuminated to indicate the start of a new trial. After another 400 ms,

the first instruction (C1) was presented for 300ms, followed by a 1-s preparatory period with only the central LED on. At the end of the

preparatory period, the second instruction (C2) was presented and also served as the imperative GO signal. At that point, the animal

needed to (1) release the switch, (2) reach for the object with the appropriate grip and (3) pull and hold it with the appropriate force for

500 ms before receiving a reward (mixture of apple sauce and water). The trial was aborted and unrewarded if the monkey released

the home-switch before the GO signal or used the wrong grip type to grasp the object. To initiate a new trial, the monkey had to return

their working hand to the home position and press the switch.

Experimental conditions
The task included 4 trial types (2 grips 3 2 forces), namely SG-LF, SG-HF, PG-LF and PG-HF, which were randomly interleaved

across trials. To manipulate movement preparation in this task, we varied the order in which the grip and force information were

provided. Specifically, in the ‘‘grip-cued’’ condition, C1 provided the grip instruction, while C2 provided the force instruction.

Conversely, in the ‘‘grip-uncued’’ condition, C1 provided the force instruction, while C2 provided the grip instruction. As a result, in-

structed movements were identical in the grip-cued and grip-uncued trials, but differed in the order that the grip/force information

necessary to plan themovement was given. Animals performed the task in short sessions of 12–15min (blocks of uninterrupted trials)

so as to get a minimum of 10 trials for each trial type. The two conditions were alternated between sessions.

Neural recordings
Spiking data were recorded during multiple behavioral sessions (n = 8 for monkey N, n = 24 for monkey L). Each session had on

average n = 89 simultaneously recorded neurons, and n = 142 successful trials. Spikes were sorted offline using Offline Spike Sorter,

version 3, Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX, USA). Spike clusters which were separated significantly from each other and with less than 1% of

inter-spike intervals (ISIs) of 2 ms and less were considered as single units (single-unit activity, SUA), whereas less well separated

clusters and/or more than 1% of 2 ms ISIs were considered as multi-unit (multi-unit activity, MUA) recordings. In all analyses, we

included both SUA and MUA.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Analysis of neural activity
Neural tuning analysis

To assess the tuning properties of individual neurons, we compute a grip tuning depth of each neuron (Figure 2B). By definition, the

tuning depth was given by the difference rcuedPG �rcuedSG , where rcuedPG and rcuedSG designate the firing rate in the PG-cued and SG-cued con-

dition, respectively. To compute firing rates (see also Figure 2A), we smoothed trial-averaged spike counts in 20-ms bins using a

Gaussian kernel (SD = 40 ms). We obtained confidence intervals on firing rates via standard bootstrapping by randomly sampling

trials with replacement (N = 100 repeats).

To quantify the relationship between firing rates in the grip-cued and grip-uncued conditions, we computed the index b =
rcued
PG

�runcued

rcued
PG

�rcued
SG

, where runcued designates the firing rate in the grip-uncued condition associated with either of the two force levels (HF

or LF). This ratio was computed only for grip-selective neurons, i.e., neurons whose firing rates differed significantly (as assessed

by non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals) between PG-cued and SG-cued conditions.
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In Figure 2D, we computed b using activity in a 20-ms bin centered at two different time points of the trial: 200 ms before Go, and

400 ms after Go. Before Go, we treated the two force conditions separately, and pooled them to plot the distribution of across b neu-

rons. After Go, we treated the PG-cued and SG-cued conditions separately.

Neural distance analysis

To quantify the strength of grip and force encoding (Figure S2A), we computed the distance in the state space between the neural

trajectories associated with the PG-cued and SG-cued conditions, and between HF-cued and LF-cued. We followed the method

developed in (Willett et al., 2020) to obtain an unbiased estimate of the (squared) distance by computing the squared distance based

on the jackknife (leave-one-out) method across trials to calculate a 95% CI (shaded area); see further details at https://github.com/

fwillett/cvVectorStats. This cross-validated approach is more computationally involved but guarantees that the distance estimate

reaches zero despite single trial variability within conditions when neural trajectories overlap. We further normalized the distance

separating the trajectories by the average squared distance from every time point of the PG-cued trajectory (or HF-cued) to its

centroid as a way of normalizing by the trajectory ‘‘radius’’.

Dimensionality reduction and projection onto the grip dimension

To evaluate the relationship between the population state in the grip-uncued condition relative to the two grip-cued conditions, we

defined the ‘‘grip dimension’’ which separated the PG-cued and SG-cued trajectories. The grip dimension was defined at each time

point of the trial as the unit vector connecting the SG-cued (trial-averaged) state to the PG-cued (trial-averaged) state. In Figures 3B

and S2B, we projected the trial-averaged neural state binned at 20-ms and smoothedwith aGaussian kernel (SD = 40ms) associated

with each condition (PG-cued, SG-cued and grip-uncued) onto the grip dimension to assess the proximity of the grip-uncued state to

the other two states. The grip-uncued trajectory was always defined in a force-specific manner, i.e., not mixing HF and LF trials. To

obtain confidence intervals, we used standard bootstrapping (resampling trials with replacement), with 100 repeats.

In Figures 4 and S3A, we projected single trials rather than trial-averaged activity onto the grip dimension. However, the grip dimen-

sion was still defined as before using trial-averaged states associated with the PG-cued and SG-cued conditions. Single-trial activity

in the grip-uncued condition was computed using a 200-ms sliding window (shifted by 1-ms steps to obtain smooth trajectories).

Calculation of the neural and behavioral contrast

In Figures 3D and S4B, we used two separate contrast measures (lneural and lbehavioral) to assess the relationship between preparatory

states and reaction times on a session-by-session level. By definition, the neural contrast was given by: lneural =
DPG�DSG

DPG +DSG
, where DPG

andDSG respectively represent the distance of the grip-uncued projection to the PG-cued and SG-cued state. Mathematically, these

distances were computed by taking the absolute difference between the (scalar) projection of the cued and uncued state along the

grip dimension. The neural contrast was computed for each recording session separately. Similarly, the behavioral contrast was

computed for each session and defined as: lbehavioral =
DPG�DSG

DPG +DSG
, where DPG and DSG respectively represent the (absolute) mean re-

action time difference between the grip-uncued and grip-cued condition for PG and SG. Both contrast measures, by construction,

were between �1 and 1.

To compute 95% confidence intervals for the correlation values between lneural and lbehavioral (shaded area in Figure 3E), we pro-

ceeded as follows: we first applied the Fisher’s transformation (z = 0:5 1+ r
1�r ) to the correlation value r. We then calculated the CI as:

[z�zcritical SE; z+ zcritical SE], where zcritical = 1:96 (corresponding to 95% confidence) and SE is the standard error (SE = 1
sqrtðn�3Þ). We

finally transposed z back to correlation values using the formula: r = tanhðzÞ.
Control analysis for the correlation between contrast measures

To assess the specificity of the relationship between the neural projections and reaction times with respect to the grip dimension, we

performed a control analysis wherewe projected the neural states onto a randomdimension. To allow for a fair comparison, we chose

a dimension which was orthogonal to the grip dimension but captured as much variance as possible in the neural data. To do so, we

proceeded as follows: we applied PCA to the time-varying dynamics of the PG-cued condition after projecting out the grip dimension.

This allowed us to work in the null space of the grip dimension, as suggested by the reviewer. We then picked as the null dimension

the first principal component to capture maximum variance.

Quantification of neural ‘‘vacillations’’

In Figure 5B, we compute the likelihood that individual grip-uncued trials ‘‘belonged’’ to the PG-cued or SG-cued condition. For this

analysis, we binned single-trial spiking activity in a 100-ms sliding window (shifted by a 1-ms step to obtain smooth results). For every

time step, we defined the grip dimension as usual using trial-averaged activity. We then projected individual trials of the PG-cued,

SG-cued and grip-uncued conditions onto the grip dimension. We then fitted a Gaussian distribution (‘‘normfit’’ in Matlab) to the

PG-cued and SG-cued distributions. Finally, for every grip-uncued trial, we computed the likelihoods that the associated projection

belonged to the PG-cued or the SG-cued fitted distribution. To interpret the result, we computed the ratio of the PG and SG likeli-

hoods, and took the log10 of this ratio to obtain the log likelihood ratio.
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